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The problem
If a triangle has sides of integer lengths, and an inscribed circle of unit radius, then it is a right-angled triangle with sides of lengths 3, 4 and 5. To see that this is the only right-angled triangle with these properties draw a right-angled triangle with sides of integer lengths , and (the hypotenuse), and inscribed circle of unit radius. Obviously and , so we can write and for positive integers and . As the two tangents from a point outside a circle to the circle are of equal length, we see that . Thus
or ; hence as required. However, how do we show that this is the only (not necessarily right-angled) triangle with these properties?
This paper is concerned with the following more general problem. Let be a triangle with vertices , and , sides of lengths , and (opposite the vertices , and , respectively), and an inscribed circle (the incircle of ) of radius (the inradius of ) and centre . We say that is an integral triangle if and are positive integers, and we wish to find all integral triangles with a given inradius . There are many examples and discussions in the literature on this topic; for example the number of integral triangles with inradius , , is discussed in The on-line encyclopedia of integer sequences [1] . There is some overlap here with the paper [2] (and no doubt with others too), and the second author has written a diary [3] which charts the progress of this paper (during which time we were unaware of [2] ).
Here we shall present an account of this problem that is based on a parametrisation of the space of all triangles by parameters which we shall call the Heron parameters of a triangle. The space of triangles can be parametrised, up to congruence, by the set of lengths of the three sides of the triangle. However, the disadvantage of these parameters is that not every triple of positive numbers yields a triangle. By contrast, every triple of positive Heron parameters does produce a triangle, and this leads to simpler discussion of our problem. For example, while there is no triangle whose triple of side lengths is (1, 2, 100), there is a triangle whose triple of side lengths is . While many (perhaps most) authors have used these ideas when discussing the problem, we are suggesting here that the Heron parameters are worthy of a more prominent role in the discussion than they have hitherto been given. In particular, we shall use Heron parameters to show, perhaps surprisingly, that there is only one acute-angled integral triangle whose inradius is a given prime number.
(1 + 2, 1 + 100, 2 + 100)
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The Heron parameters of a triangle
The Heron parameters of are defined geometrically in Figure 1 , and analytically by the equations
or, equivalently, by
We call the Heron parameters because, as we shall see, they appear in Heron's formula for the area of . Suppose that is any triple of positive numbers, and we define and by (2) . Then and automatically satisfy the usual triangle inequalities (for example, ), so that there does exist a triangle whose sides have lengths and (and which is unique up to congruence). Moreover, the Heron parameters of are . These observations are included in the next result which shows how the Heron parameters are related to the inradius of a triangle.
Theorem 1: Let be any triple of positive numbers. Then there exists a triangle , unique up to congruence, whose sides have lengths , and , whose Heron parameters are and whose inradius satisfies
or, equivalently,
Further, if is an integral triangle then and are integers. Finally, is obtuse-angled if , right-angled if , and acute-angled if .
Proof: By Heron's formula, the area of is or, equivalently, , where . If we divide into three triangles by the segments , and we see that has area ; thus , which is (3). It is an elementary exercise to show that (4) is equivalent (3).
Now suppose that is an integral triangle, and let , and . As and are integers, we see from (1) that and are integers. Then, from (3) , so that at least one of and is an even integer. However, as , and
, we see that and have the same parity. Thus they are all even integers; hence and are integers. To prove the last assertion, suppose that the angles of at and are , and , respectively; then , and the stated result follows from this.
We may assume that the Heron parameters of a given integral triangle satisfy . Then , so that (in fact, as is irrational we have ). Thus, given , , where is the integer part of . Next, for each of these values of we can write (in different ways) , where are positive integers with , and then put and
. These values of and satisfy (4) , and this provides us with an algorithm (and a computer program) for listing all integral triangles with a given integral inradius . We leave the reader to check (or consult [2] ) that the only integral triangle with has Heron parameters (1, 2, 3), and therefore has sides of lengths 3, 4 and 5.
In a similar way we can find all integral triangles with . First, we have . Then, by factorising (which is either 20, 32 or 52), we see that is one of In each case, , so that is 1 or 2. As each of these triangles has a side whose length is odd we see that, in each case, .
Acute-angled integral triangles
Throughout this section will be an acute-angled integral triangle whose sides have lengths and , whose Heron parameters are and , and whose inradius is . We may assume that ; thus from Theorem 1,
Next, from (3) we obtain 1
This shows that so that . In addition, as and , we have
and, as , this simplifies to give . In conclusion, we have seen above that , so that if is an acute-angled integral triangle then, in addition to (6), we have
This provides a reasonably efficient way to find all acute-angled integral triangles with a given inradius . We simply check whether, for (recall that is the integer part of ) and , the value of , where , is an integer.
If it is then provides such a triangle, and all such triangles will be obtained in this way.
In his recent paper [2] Bob Burn asked for all acute-angled integral triangles whose inradius is prime. He found one such triangle, say , with side lengths (10, 10, 12) and inradius 3, and stated that he had found no others with a prime inradius at most 97. We shall now show that is the only acute-angled integral triangle whose inradius is a prime. Let be an integral triangle whose inradius is prime. From (3), divides and, as , we see that does not divide . Thus divides and, as is prime, one of the following cases must arise: (i) divides ; (ii) divides ; (iii) divides both and . Note that in Cases (i) and (iii), divides so that, from (8),
. 
We have now proved that Case (iii) occurs; that is, divides both and . In this case, and , where is some integer and .
Thus, from (3), and, since , we obtain . This gives and . As is an integer and is prime, we have , and . This shows that is the only integral triangle with a prime inradius.
The parametrisation of Pythagorean triangles
We say that is a Pythagorean triangle if it is a right-angled triangle whose sides have integral lengths , and , and that it is a primitive Pythagorean triangle if, in addition,
. It was known, at least as early as 1894 (see [4] ), that the inradius of a Pythagorean triangle is an integer; for a more recent proof (which uses Lemma 4.1) see [5, p. 288] .
In any event, this shows that a Pythagorean triangle is an integral triangle. Theorem 2: Let , and be positive integers such that , and . Then and are of different parity. If we relabel (if necessary) so that is even and is odd, then there are positive, coprime integers and , of opposite parity and with , such that , and .
If we use (1) to rewrite Theorem 2 in terms of the Heron parameters, we obtain the following result; see Figure 2 . .
The Heron parameters of a primitive Pythagorean triangle We also mention that there is another, less well known, parametrisation of primitive Pythagorean triangles which appears in [4] (published in 1894, but see [6] ).
Theorem 4: Let , and be positive integers such that , and . Then there are coprime integers and such that is an even integer, say , and .
We shall call the parameters , and in Theorem 4 the Dickson parameters and, in contrast to the parameters and in Theorem 2, the side lengths and and are linear functions of these parameters. As the same is true of the Heron parameters, there must be a linear relation between the Dickson parameters and the Heron parameters. There is, and the Heron parameters of the triangle are . As the Dickson parameters are only available for Pythagorean triangles, and as they are linearly related to the Heron parameters, we may reasonably regard the Heron parameters as a generalisation of the Dickson parameters.
Pythagorean triangles with a given inradius
We shall now give a formula for the number of Pythagorean triangles, and for the number of primitive Pythagorean triangles, that have a given inradius . r Theorem 5: Let be a positive integer. Then the number of Pythagorean triangles with inradius is , where is the number of positive divisors of . Further, the number of primitive Pythagorean triangles with inradius is the number of odd unitary divisors of (that is, the number of positive, odd divisors of such that ).
The function (which is often denoted by in the literature) is discussed at some length in [7, pp. 260-263] . As each positive divisor of lies in , we see that . In fact, by a much deeper argument it is shown in [7] that, for any positive , as .
This implies that, for any positive , as . Thus, ultimately, is less than any positive power of .
Proof of Theorem 5: There is a 1-1 correspondence between integral triangles and their triples of Heron parameters with ; thus the problem is to count those triples of Heron parameters that correspond to integral Pythagorean triangles with inradius . For such triangles, and, from (4), . As is not the square of an integer, so that . It follows that the 
)
Each primitive Pythagorean triangle with sides of lengths , and , where and is even, produces a pair of positive coprime integers and of different parity, and with , as given in Theorem 2. As and are uniquely determined by , and , and each such pair of and produces a triangle, we see from Theorem 3 that the number of integral primitive Pythagorean triangles with inradius is the number of ways we can write , where and are coprime (as and are), and is odd (as and have different parities). The given formula for follows from this.
